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Trailiner Corporation Enhances Security and Load Accuracy with QuikQ

QuikQ's Q-Gate technology helps prevent unauthorized and unintended vehicle use

Franklin, TN (PRWEB) April 21, 2016 -- QuikQ, the leading provider of a cardless direct fuel connection
between truck stop point-of-sale (POS) and motor carrier enterprise systems, today announced that Trailiner
Corporation, a leading refrigerated carrier, is using its Q-Gate technology. The RFID-based system reduces the
risk of a driver picking up the wrong trailer before exiting a facility or having an unauthorized vehicle enter a
secure location.

“We’re using QuikQ’s Q-Gate to provide an added level of security,” said Amber Edmondson, president of
Trailiner Corporation. “By preventing a driver from inadvertently leaving with the wrong trailer or
unauthorized access to our facility, the system helps ensure we are providing accurate and timely customer
service. It also protects shipments, including high value loads, which is important to shippers and a factor in
their satisfaction with Trailiner.”

A different way to use QuikQ Fuel Purchase System (FPS) technology employed by Trailiner since 2013, Q-
Gate detects vehicle-mounted RFID tags and communicates with the carrier’s existing gate system and
transportation management software. Only if a tractor and trailer are correctly matched will the gate open.
Trailiner also uses the RFID tags and Q-Gate to manage access to its facility by employees.

“When we started using QuikQ FPS we had a gate system that employed active RFID tags, which relied on
batteries that were costly to replace,” Edmondson related. “The passive QuikQ RFID tags are significantly less
expensive. We’d actually have to replace a QuikQ tag 30 times to match the cost of replacing a battery in an
active RFID tag. With Q-Gate we are using familiar, more cost effective technology from a supplier that has
been very helpful. QuikQ, for example, worked with our maintenance department to properly set up Q-Gate and
position the RFID tag reader.”

Founded by H. E. “Spook” Whitener, Edmondson’s grandfather, Trailiner Corporation provides 48-state
refrigerated service with 200 tractors and 300 trailers. The Springfield, Missouri-based fleet hauls commodities
ranging from produce and grocery to pharmaceutical and retail goods.

“Trailiner Corporation is a perfect example of how Q-Gate enhances security for trucking operations,” said
Ernie Betancourt, president of QuikQ. “With customer service of the utmost importance and load integrity a
major concern for shippers, we are happy to be able to provide Q-Gate technology to them.”

About QuikQ
A privately held software development company based in Franklin, Tennessee, QuikQ creates and develops
innovative fuel transaction processing solutions for motor carriers and truck stops. Redefining the entire fueling
process, the QuikQ Fuel Purchase System (FPS) is the first fuel transaction software that is designed to manage
the entire fuel transaction through real-time direct “carrier to truck stop” connectivity. QuikQ’s RFID-based
fueling system is currently being installed at truck stops nationwide and is being adopted by a growing number
of motor carriers. For more information, visit www.quikq.com.
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Contact Information
Susan Fall
LaunchIt Public Relations
http://www.LaunchItPR.com
+1 (858) 490-1050

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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